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DISCLAIMER 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL DFINE TOKEN HOLDERS 

PLEASE READ EACH SECTION OF THIS DISCLAIMER VERY 

CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION 

YOU SHOULD TAKE, KINDLY CONSULT YOUR FINANCIAL 

ADVISER OR MEET A PROFESSIONAL LEGAL ADVISER. 

 

ELIGIBILITY 

You are not eligible to purchase either Dfine or Dgovn token from any 

exchange where both tokens are listed (as referred to in this Whitepaper) 

if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise), or green card holder of 

the United States of America or Singapore, or any country where trading 

of cryptocurrency token is illegal. 

  

NO ADVICE 

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any 

advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the Team to sell any 

Dalecoin Finance tokens nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its 

presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any 

contract or investment decision.   

No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, 

legal, and financial or tax advice regarding Dalecoin Finance. You 
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should consult your own legal, financial, tax, or other professional 

advisers regarding Dalecoin Finance and its respective businesses and 

operations. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the 

financial risk of any purchase of Dfine and/or Dgovn tokens for an 

indefinite period.   

  

NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE 

No person has been or is authorized to give any information or 

representation not contained in this Whitepaper in connection with 

Dalecoin Finance and its respective businesses and operations, the Dfine 

and/or Dgovn tokens, if given, such information or representation must 

not be relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of Dalecoin 

Finance.  

 

NO OFFER FOR SECURITY AND REGISTRATION 

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of 

any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a 

solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. No person is 

bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no 

cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted based on this 

Whitepaper. Any agreement concerning the sale and purchase of ADS 

tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only the 
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T&Cs of such agreement and no other document. In the event of any 

inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall 

prevail.   

  

REGULATION 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the 

information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will 

be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any 

jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or dissemination of this 

Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory 

requirements, or rules have been complied with.  
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About Dalecoin Finance 

Dalecoin Finance is a decentralized finance ecosystem that connects 

different DeFi products and services within a platform on Binance Smart 

Chain. We are convinced that features of DeFi should be available to all 

and sundry without a complicated interface, high fee transaction cost, 

and centralized governance of existing DeFi platforms. As a result of the 

current problems that many DeFi platforms are facing, we have built a 

solution with incredible features we believe will increase the chances of 

equal wealth distribution to all users and community members. 

Furthermore, we advocate for open governance which is at the core of 

the blockchain. This is why Dgovn token holders will have the absolute 

right to decide the future of Dalecoin Finance path. And Dfine will serve 

as the utility token which will fuel all day-to-day transactions on the 

ecosystem. 

You are invited to join us and advance Dfine protocol on the Binance 

Smart Chain. 
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Our Roadmap 
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Dalecoin’s Key Features 

The current DeFi market has been overtaken by more influential traders 

and speculators with low commitment. Nevertheless, we understand that 

those who should be rewarded are the real investors and believers in the 

Dfine. This is why we migrated from the Ethereum blockchain to 

Binance Smart Chain, the community demanded a low fee and seamless 

transactions.  

The protocol was built to ensure the flow of wealth from the least 

committed speculators to the real and active supporters. Thus we will 

have decent APYs (Annualized Profit Yields) for all participants in the 

staking pools and those who are using their liquidity to farm Dfine and 

Dgovn tokens. To have sufficient funds for marketing, product 

development, innovation and scale up the platform, 1% tax will be paid 

by traders on AMM.  

 

Products 

Liquidity Mining 

The initial circulating supply of Dfine and Dgovn tokens are 40,000 and 

500 respectively. For a fair distribution of reward to early investors and 

supporters, there will be liquidity mining of tokens for several months. 

The Dfine initial reward per block will be 0.003/block which will be 

approximately 80 to 100 Dfine per day across all pools and farms. 
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Immediately after the platform launch, two liquidity mining pools will 

be available, Dfine/BNB and Dgovn/BNB pools. The liquidity providers 

will earn Dfine token.  

Dfine/BNB Liquidity pool: 

Dfine/BNB Liquidity Pool: 

Dfine Staking Pool: 

 

Non-fungible Tokens 

Dalecoin Finance will deploy not more than 200 unique digital assets 

that are tradable on the third-party NFT marketplace on the Binance 

Smart Chain. These rare assets can be used to buy services within the 

Dalecoin ecosystem. All owners of NFT can use their assets to claim 

Dfine in a pool that contains 10,000 tokens, and 1,000 tokens will be 

shared among the owners per month until the pool is maxed out. In the 

nearest future, Dalecoin finance will launch its native marketplace for 

NFT. 

 

Marketplace for Blockchain Services 

The Opportunity 

Blockchain is a revolutionary technology that is changing the way 

humans interact financially, the distributed ledger plays a huge role in 

the transformation of businesses in all sectors of the economy. 

Investment in the blockchain is growing every year, demand for 
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blockchain and cryptocurrency-related skills is high and the industry is 

short of competent hands. 

The Solution 

The Dfine platform will integrate a decentralized marketplace where 

payment would be made using Dfine token. This is going to be a 

meeting point between consumers of blockchain services and providers. 

Regardless of the kind of blockchain service that you render, the 

marketplace is for developers, designers, content creators, 

cryptocurrency influencers, marketers, community admin support, and 

so on. Those who are looking to get these services can do so via the 

marketplace using our efficient escrow system. 

Benefits 

Users will enjoy cheaper service fee, fast delivery of jobs and quality 

assurance. Everything that would be required to take your blockchain 

and cryptocurrency project a reality will be available within the Dfine 

protocol. 

 

Governance 

Every Dgovn staked in the staking contract represents a vote, and this 

vote can be used by holders to set the direction for the platform in terms 

of development and replacement of the protocol. This is the model that 

we agree with. 
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Dgovn holders are reserved the rights to propose the cost of 1 Dgovn 

which will be used to fund marketing. A proposal will be executed when 

it can get a minimum of 33% of all the possible votes and a minimum of 

the voters must agree with the proposer. 

 

Vote Locking 

All tokens that are used in the voting process will be vested for 72 hours 

in the staking contract, this measure is put in place to avoid vote 

manipulation. 

 

Token Economics 

200,000 Dfine is the total number of tokens that can be minted. 

40,000 will be used for initial contract deployment and the listing price 

will be $0.04 per Dfine on decentralized exchanges. 

5,000 Dgovn is the maximum number of governance tokens that can 

ever exist and 500 will be used for initial contract deployment, at a 

listing price of $1 per token. 

The rest of the Dfine token will be mined through staking, liquidity pool 

and NFT 
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Dfine Token Distribution 

 

 

Research and Development: 5,000 

Staking: 40,000 

Liquidity Mining: 80,000 

Circulating Supply: 40,000 

Token Swap: 10,000 

Partnership: 20,000 

 

Dgovn Token Distribution 

 

3%

20%

41%

21%

5%

10%

Research and Development Staking Liquidity Mining

Circulating Supply Token Swap Partnership
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Seed Liquidity: 200 

Team: 300 

Farming: 4,500 

 

Token Information 

Pancakeswap pairs 

Dfine/bnb: 

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4Cd

B9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5a

da178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19 

Dgovn/bnb  

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4Cd

4%
6%

90%

Sales

Seed Liquidity Team Farming

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
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B9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d2

69a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f 

Dfine/Dgovn  

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada1

78cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a09

55bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f 

 

Bakery swap pairs 

Dfine/bnb  

https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36

B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd

3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19 

Dgovn/bnb  

https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36

B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955b

b5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f 

Dfine/Dgovn  

https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd37

25d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f38

02763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f 

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xbb4CdB9CBd36B01bD1cBaEBF2De08d9173bc095c&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://www.bakeryswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19&outputCurrency=0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
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Chart Tools 

Dgovn: 

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706

e14f 

Dfine: 

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a

47f19 

 

Website: www.dalecoin.finance 

Token Contract: 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a

47f19 

Medium: https://dfinedevs.medium.com/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Dfine2021?s=09 

Telegram: https://t.me/dfin33 

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x8d269a0955bb5f3802763ab22d49f0a9f706e14f
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://bscscan.com/token/0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://bscscan.com/token/0xb5ada178cedd3725d0b08050b8e0d86830a47f19
https://dfinedevs.medium.com/
https://t.me/dfin33

